DIGITAL INNOVATION
At Comdain, we leverage our best practice systems and
offer complete and integrated technology solutions to
leading utility authorities across Australia.
We have made a strategic investment to further extend our capabilities
and offerings through the development of our innovative digital platform
and SmartHub suite of applications. These digital solutions draw on international
best practice to help utility authorities improve efficiencies by bringing together
disparate systems in one place and allowing for the real-time sharing of data.
We understand the value of a professional digital structure, so our in-house
team of IT specialists work in partnership with our clients to tailor our
technology to meet their needs.

INTELLIGENT DOERS,
DEPENDABLE DELIVERY

INVESTMENT IN
DIGITAL INNOVATION
With a commitment to challenge convention and drive
innovation, we have developed enviable in-house technology
that offers seamless integration and data collection for the
utility industry with meaningful, transparent reporting.
With an intimate knowledge of the end-to-end processes in the utility industry from the field to the boardroom - we have designed our systems so they can be
tailored to the specific needs of our clients, engaging different functionality
depending on the project and requirements of each.
Our ability to build these bespoke solutions that integrate data in real-time with
each client’s existing systems has been praised for its usability and functionality.

“ The development of this bespoke

software shows Comdain’s
commitment to digital innovation.”
Dave Jansz, Telstra.

We have invested heavily in developing this technology that includes a full mobile software
solution used on Apple iOS devices, an integration platform to work with our clients existing IT systems,
and the physical infrastructure to manage the massive volumes of data to the highest security standards.
Keeping in mind our end users, we have designed this system to be simple and easy to use,
from the logical iPad app to the customised reporting platform Qlik, providing a better
customer experience across the board.

Our Comdain Private Network is made up of three main systems:
1.

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) for accounting, finance, HR/payroll,
job costing and much more;

2. SharePoint providing the ability to store, organise, share and access
documents securely;
3. The Master Data Management (MDM) system, which provides a
single point of reference for policies, processes, standards and
governance across the business.
These integrate with our clients’ networks through the Comdain Digital Platform.
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SMARTHUB
Our revolutionary SmartHub suite of applications has been
purpose built to specifically manage utility service delivery programs.
With the proven capability of
managing over 100,000 work
orders annually, SmartHub
is a unique data collection
tool, bringing together asset
management, field mobility,
safety processes and financial
systems in real-time to maximise
productivity and minimise
administration.
Comprising of a number of
highly functional apps, SmartHub
is coded in-house to suit each
individual client requirement
and integrate seamlessly with
their existing systems via our
digital platform. Clients can
utilise one or more of the apps,
with the full suite providing a
complete solution across
their entire workflow.

SmartHub is functional
for field workers, and
through the interface,
data is sent back and
forth in real-time.
It takes the hard work
out of data entry,
collation and reporting
ensuring transparency
and accuracy.

The system was specifically
designed by our team to be
user friendly no matter how
tech-savvy the users are (or are
not!). The apps are housed on
an iPad, and guide users through
each job from start to finish.
The bespoke system we build
for each client ensures that all
their reporting requirements are
met by prompting the user to
complete all forms in the
correct order before they can
move on to the next step.

Work Order M3429398

Work Orders

LEAKREPMAIN

Scheduled: 19/12/2018 14:47

ADDRESS

Work Order Location

Work Order PDF

JHEA
Applicable SWMS
Asbestos Removal

GEORGE AVE, HALLAM VIC 3803, Australia

Asset Location
Concrete Works
Excavation of Trench Bore Hole

NOTES

Field Leak Repair and Emergency Works

STEVE (03) 8405 0000, SLIGHT SMELL OF GAS
FROM METER, CLEAR ACCESS, NO GATES,
NO DOGS, SAFETY ADVISED
PER TERRY ALDERIDGE - CHANGE AUDCO
VALVE - SLIGHT LEAK - VACANT PROPERTY RF2 FOR TODAY 1/04 AM PLS

Project Documents

Travel to Site

Arrive on Site

First Response Attendance and Repair
Gas Mains Insertion
Lone and Isolated Works
Mains Tie In

Photos

JHEA

Dial Before You Dig

Finish

Working on Site

Take a Break

MAKING SENSE OF INTELLIGENT DATA
Giving our clients and teams insight to make better decisions.

Data can play an important role
in improving efficiencies when
managing assets and work, but
data needs to be presented in
a meaningful and timely way if
it is to assist decision-making.
We provide functional reporting,
presenting business intelligence
(BI) that informs our teams and
our clients in a way that is most
useful and actionable for them.

From an asset maintenance
perspective, the data collected
provides continuous visibility and
give us a detailed understanding
of all works performed dramatically increasing efficiency.
For example, when an emergency
work order is received every step
is timestamped so the client can
keep track of the status of the job,
from arrival on site, safety checks
complete, to work complete.

These small but important
insights help build the picture
of each job and identify trends
so we know the exact project
time, costs, materials used, crew
required and any problems
encountered. The system allows
for complete transparency
with real-time reporting for
management and client.

In the field
For field operations, the type
of data that can be fed back
to workers via the SmartHub
app includes historical asset
information, GIS information,
asset location and asset condition.
This helps field workers do their
job safely and more efficiently.

They are quickly able to locate
assets, or to assess on the spot
whether an asset should be
repaired or replaced based on
its past maintenance history.
This improves workflow efficiencies,
facilitating quicker decisions and
minimising administration.

SEAMLESS SYSTEMS INTEGRATION
B2B integration is more difficult
than ever with organisations often
working with disparate systems,
which creates frustrations due
to incompatibility. To solve this,
we have developed the Comdain
Digital Platform, created and
managed by our own in-house
professionals, allowing client
systems, such as SAP and
Maximo, to integrate without
changes to their systems.

The agile platform allows data
from different systems to flow
freely in real-time. The ability to
bring field operations online with
SmartHub and have that data
feed straight into our clients’
systems removes time-consuming
paper-based procedures and
allows data to move quickly
between the field and the office.

This provides tangible benefits to
clients as integration brings speed
and allows for instantaneous
upload and download of work
orders, maximising productivity
and ensuring clients get the most
from their systems and both our
workforces.
Having access to all this data
is useless if clients are unable
to gain insights from it, so we
have integrated Qlik - a business
intelligence reporting tool. Qlik
brings all the data together from
our SmartHub apps into one
place where clients can create a
dashboard of key performance
indicators in a variety of formats.
Qlik indexes all data
relationships, allowing clients
to explore all their data and
make informed decisions
without requiring expert analysts.
Our clients love the ease of
generating their own data models,
and being able to make quick
and smart decisions regarding
their business and assets.

PRIVATE NETWORK AND SECURITY
The new benchmark in performance, reliability, efficiency and security.

We take security seriously
and invest in world-class
infrastructure to use and store
intelligent data.

Our local servers use private
links and all data goes through a
securely managed firewall before
being transferred via the web.

performance, reliability and
energy efficiency so clients can
be assured their data is managed
to the highest standards.

We own and manage a
sophisticated and stateof-the-art IT infrastructure
network, comprising the latest
technologies to allow integration
and development with multiple
communication and data tools.

Our business management
system is securely located in a
UTI Tier III certified data center,
which also houses the data
of major banks and financial
institutions across Australia.
The data centre redefines
industry standards for security,

We also have a tested
robust disaster recovery and
infrastructure support processes
in place to ensure that high IT
service levels are maintained at
all times. Our systems are stable,
agile and scalable with quad
redundancy spread nationally.

IN-HOUSE
PROFESSIONALS
Our highly specialised in-house IT team in Australia is dedicated to producing the best technology
outcomes for clients in the utility industry. Each client works in collaboration with a senior member
of our team during the design phase of a new project or engagement to ensure their Digital Platfom,
SmartHub tools and BI outputs are tailored exactly to their requirements.
This collaboration drives innovation and allows us to discover new ways to make the systems
more useful, user-friendly and produce better business outcomes.
Our support does not stop with the development and integration of the system. We provide clients
and their teams with all the training needed to use everything, from their SmartHub app in the field
through to the Qlik business intelligence reporting dashboard back in the office.

HEAD OFFICE
40 Willandra Drive, Epping, VIC 3076
+61 3 8405 0000
comdaininfrastructure.com.au
infrastructure@comdain.com.au

